Diligent Community Empowers
Public Boards to Lead with Purpose
The next-generation modern governance and civic engagement
solution for public education
For school boards to be successful in today’s digital age, it is essential to ensure the citizens in their community
are informed, engaged, and have easy access to community resources. The demand for flexible and secure
virtual services has rapidly increased, forcing governance leaders to reshape meeting agendas and governance
management processes. School boards that continue to rely on manual processes and outdated technologies
community needs for transparency, inclusion, and engagement.
Community is the next-generation modern governance and civic engagement solution for public organizations
simplifying your governance management requirements, including end-to-end agenda and meeting management
processes. Easily manage complex governance tasks in hybrid environments and significantly reduce prep time,
Our unified solution empowers board administrators and leaders to advocate for their mission while seamlessly
connecting with the public to address critical community issues.

Why Diligent Community
✓

Trusted by

Over 100 years of combined experience serving school
districts, public boards, and committees

✓

The global leader in modern governance where the
customer comes first

✓

Continuous product innovation based on challenges facing
public boards

✓

Flexible implementation and training process in your
preferred style from self-directed to remote

✓

Live customer support where expert advisers help answer
your questions

Drive
and save time
to focus on what matters most

Facilitate stakeholder and
community engagement in
hybrid settings

more than

7,500

public organizations
and

345,000
users

An inclusive and dependable
solution to connect with your
community anywhere, anytime

Tailored to your Needs
•

Agenda Creation

•

Public Subscription to Agenda Notices

•

Flexible Workflow for Agenda Item Submission

•

•

Live Meeting and Minutes

Full Agenda Packet Downloads and Printing
Capabilities

•

Document Center

•

Member Annotations

•

Send for Review

•

Strategic Goals

•

Share Confidential Information with Members

•

SMS and Email Notifications

•

Public Site and Agenda Publishing to Public
Stakeholders

•

Fully Searchable

•

ADA Compliant

#WhyIServe
“I have worked with school districts and government organizations for
16 years. Over 10 years with Diligent, I helped customers adopt the best
technology to help them succeed. I am passionate about helping people
and building long-term partnerships with a positive attitude while
having fun along the way.”
Merritt Brooks
Online Training Specialist

For more information or to request a demo:

Email: community@diligent.com • Visit: diligent.com/community
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respective owners. All rights reserved.

